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Abstract 

High-performance heterogeneous processors are being implemented in embedded real-time systems 

because of the increasing computational requirements. A heterogeneous processor consists of cores that 

are asymmetric in performance and functionality. Such a design provides a cost-effective solution for 

processor manufacturers to continuously improve both single-thread performance and multi-thread 

throughput. These complex processors have a major drawback when they are used for real-time 

purposes. Their complexity difficults the calculation of the WCET (worst case execution time). This 

design, however, faces significant challenges in the operating system, which traditionally assumes only 

homogeneous hardware. The OS scheduler needs to be heterogeneity-aware, so it can match jobs to cores 

according to characteristics of both. In this paper, we make a case that a scheduler for heterogeneous 

multicore systems should target three objectives: optimal performance, minimum load and maximum 

satisfied deadline. We deal with this issue via optimal task-to-core assignment. The proposed scheduler 

enables performance improvements, reduction in load and satisfied deadline increase for range of 

applications. Different scheduling alternatives have been evaluated and experimental results show that 

the proposed algorithm provides, on average, improvement in our three objectives ranging from 5.34% to 

8.75%. 
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1 Introduction 

Embedded systems are experiencing a growth of the number of functionalities they incorporate. 

Among others, they can act as phone cells, PDA's, car on-board systems, etc. Due to the 

performance requirements of these applications, high-end embedded processors nowadays are 

including complex mechanisms developed for high-performance architectures. Actually, 

advances in silicon technology have enabled processor manufacturers to integrate more and more 

cores on a chip. Most multi-core processors consist of identical cores, where each core 

implements sophisticated microarchitecture techniques, such as superscalar and out-of-order 

execution, to achieve high single-thread performance. This approach can incur high energy costs 

as the number of cores continues to grow and it is not desired in such devices. Alternatively, a 

processor can contain many simple, low-power cores, possibly with in-order execution. This 

approach, however, sacrifices single-thread performance and benefits only applications with 
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thread-level parallelism. Also, There is a combination of these two methods that make 

heterogeneous processor. 

A heterogeneous processor integrates a mix of “big” and “small” cores, and thus can potentially 

achieve the benefits of both. In this way, there are tow main category in the point of view of 

instruction set architecture (ISA); heterogeneous processor with the cores of same ISA and 

heterogeneous processor including cores with different ISA or overlapped. 

Single-ISA heterogeneous multicore processors, also known as asymmetric single-ISA (ASISA) 

[18], consist of cores exposing the same ISA, but delivering different performance. These cores 

differ in clock frequency, power consumption, and possibly in cache size and other 

microarchitectural features. Asymmetry may be built in by design [14][15], or may occur due to 

process variation [13] or explicit clock frequency scaling. In the other hand, some other Modern 

embedded systems combine different types of  hardware accelerators or coprocessors with one or 

more general purpose processors. For example, a system may have general-purpose graphic 

processing units (GPGPUs) to encode or decode video with better throughput and lower latency 

than would be possible with a traditional microprocessor. 

There are several usages motivate this design: 

• Parallel processing: with a combination of a few big and many small cores, the processor can 

deliver higher performance at possibly the same or lower power than an ISO-area homogeneous 

design. 

• Power savings: the processor uses small cores to save power. For example, it can operate in 

two modes: a highpower mode in which all cores are available and a lowpower mode in which 

applications only run on the small cores to save power at the cost of performance. Accelerator: 

unlike the previous models, where the big cores have higher performance and even more 

features, in this model, the small cores implement special instructions, such as vector processing, 

which are unavailable on the big cores. Thus, applications can use the small cores as accelerators 

for these operations. These usages are not disjoint. For example, in the parallel processing model, 

the small cores can also implement unique vector instructions and act as accelerators. There are 

typically more small cores than big cores in this model, but not necessarily in the others. 

Power and area efficiencies of HMC systems have been demonstrated in numerous studies 

[3][14][15][16][18]. E.g, In a recent study[5], the benefit of HMC has been explored by 

emulating a heterogeneous processor with one big core and four small cores using a 

multiprocessor system, where the big core runs at 2.66 GHz with a 4 MB L2 cache and each 

small core has a lower frequency, fewer instruction execution units, and a 2 MB L2. Assuming 

one big core is of equal area to four small cores, they compared this design to a homogeneous 

one with two big cores only. Figure 1 shows the results. For the heterogeneous design, they also 

varied the small core frequency, resulting in four configurations as shown on the x-axis. As it is 

shown in figure 1, all of the benchmarks obtain higher performance from at least one 

heterogeneous configuration. 



 

 

Despite their benefits, heterogeneous architectures pose significant challenges to OS design, 

which has traditionally assumed homogeneous hardware. E.g, difficult the calculation of the 

WCET (Worst Case Execution Time) of real-time tasks that it makes the situation harder for the 

scheduler. Consider that Hard real-time tasks have critical deadlines that, if missed, may have 

catastrophic repercussions. 

Operating system (OS) schedulers for conventional processors are tuned for response time 

fairness: they distribute CPU time among the jobs in some fair fashion and limit the delay 

associated with waiting for CPU [3,6]. The advent of heterogeneous multicore (HMC) processors 

motivates new performance considerations for scheduling algorithms. On an HMC system, 

performance can be improved by scheduling a job to run on the car that is best suited for that job 

– i.e., the job‟s preferred core [5]. This performance objective may conflict with the other 

objective of conventional schedulers such as satisfying the deadlines as the major concern in the 

real-time systems. Consider the following example: Suppose that at the time when the scheduler 

dispatches task A to run on a processor, A‟s preferred core was occupied by another running task. 

The scheduler faces a dilemma: should it schedule A to run on its non-preferred core (that is 

available right away) or have it wait until its preferred core becomes available? Making A wait 

will potentially increase A‟s response time and reduce its allocated fraction of CPU cycles 

(compared to a conventional, homogeneous system). On the other hand, scheduling A on a non-

preferred core will produce sub-optimal instruction throughput for A. Making the right decision 

requires carefully weighing performance/deadline tradeoffs and making the choice that meets 

system‟s goals with respect to the objectives. 

Figure1: Performance comparisons for two big cores only vs. one big 

core, and four small cores at different frequencies 



This paper studies scheduler for heterogeneous architectures in which cores have asymmetric 

performance and identical instruction sets. 

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 

(1) We consider a real trade-processor and config our experiments base on it. 

(2) We evaluate our scheduler considering presence of the context switch penalty that many of 

the previous works did not care about it. 

(3) We consider three objectives for evaluating the algorithm: optimal performance, minimum 

load, maximum satisfied deadline. 

(4) We present an enhanced algorithm according to the characteristics of the heterogeneous 

processors. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss our architecture 

model. Section 3 describes our algorithm. Section 4 introduces our simulation framework and 

experimental results, also we present an enhanced algorithm base on the proposed algorithm in 

this section. Finally, we conclude in Section 5. 

2 System model  

In this paper we consider a real trade-processor, SPARC64™ VI of Sunsystem, to practically 

deal with the context switch penalty. SPARC64™ VI has two cores and each core implement a 

hardware thread vertically. Table 1 contains the main characteristic of this processor. We 

explored through it‟s datasheet and calculate it‟s switch penalty to evaluate our algorithm more 

precisely. Generally we have two kinds of schedulers: global scheduling algorithms and 

partitioned scheduling algorithms. In global algorithms at each scheduling point the scheduler 

takes the all c.u. Into account. In the such fashions There is  a global queue that all tasks enter 

into this queue and scheduler with taking care of all the tasks and all the c.u. Assign tasks but in 

partitioned scheduling algorithm the tasks classify in certain groups and then each group assign 

to proper c.u. And in each unit a uniprocessor scheduling algorithm is used. In global scheduling 

algorithms tasks are free to migrate between units but in  a pure partitioned scheduling algorithm, 

it is not happening. Whenever  a task  migrates between units, at first take some cycles of 

processor to migrate and second it miss cache affinity. So we chose real processor to deal with 

this issue precisely. Although in new processor have been tried to reduce this penalty but in a 

real-time system it is considerable yet. We deal with hard periodic real-time tasks That can 

preempitibly run to gather and each task has certain release and execution time that are known 

precedent. 

 

 

SPARC64™ VI  

2 CPU cores per chip 

2 (VMT) 

 
Threads per CPU core 

 

256KB with 2ways per core 

 
Level1 cache 

 

6MB with 12 ways at maximum (per CPU chip) 

 
Maximum Level2 cache 

 



3 Scheduling Algorithm 

Each time a task is added to the system , enter into two ordered lists. One of them has been 

ordered based on execution characteristics of the task and the other one has been ordered 

according to the period of that task. In this paper, we consider each task deadline within its 

period. We classify the tasks in these two ordered lists according their computational 

requirements With criterion (1) and (2) . 

(1) 
  ( )  *    |    (   )        (     )+ 

(2) 
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We define a new operaton as |xj| for each class of ej and pj. Equation (3) and (4) describe how 

|xj| operate on each list. We use the results of |xj| on both classes to define Z as the main factor 

for assigning the tasks to proportion c.u. 
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Equation 5 is used for calculation of the Z. For each task in the system Zi would calculate and if 

two Zi have same quantity then we must go through calculating A as the second factor. 
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We order the tasks according to A ascending and assign them to c.u. That was ordered according 

to comoutional power Ascending too. Subsequent example, describe how the proposed 

algorithms work. In this example the set of tasks in table 2 is going to assign to four c.u. In a 

SPARC64™VI processor. 

Tasks Execution time Period 

Ctx0 30 70 

Ctx1 78 133 

Ctx2 129 238 

Ctx3 189 390 

Ctx4 26 70 

Ctx5 19 65 



Example, firs, classifying the tasks in table 2 into    and  
 
 Group according to equation (1) and 

(2), then calculating the |  | and | 
 
|. 

Tasks       

Ctx0 4 1 

Ctx1 3 2 

Ctx2 2 3 

Ctx3 1 4 

Ctx4 4 1 

Ctx5 4 1 

 

Step2: calculating the Z and A factor, assigning the tasks to c.u. 

Tasks A Z C.U. 

Ctx0 0.05 0.05 C0 

Ctx1 0.016667 0.0333 C1 

Ctx2 0.011111 0.0333 C2 

Ctx3 0.0125 0.05 C3 

Ctx4 0.05 0.05 C0 

Ctx5 0.05 0.05 C0 

 

4 Simulation and experimental results 

4-1 Simulation 

We use a heterogeneous–aware simulation, multi2sim, to evaluate our proposed algorithm. 

Multi2sim (M2S) conventional is an emulator that provides heterogeneity through combining 

GPGUs with general purpose cores. We change the M2S to simulate hard periodic real-time task 

and check about the deadlines and evaluate different alternatives scheduling. Respect to 

deadlines and execution time of each task that are pre-known to the system. We used 13 mixes of 

WCET benchmarks with different CPU and memory load. Each time we run the simulation, 

continue it for 3 million cycles . Table 5 shows the WCET benchmarks and their characteristics 

and table 6 shows the 13 mixes that we chose. 

Benchmarks CPU% Mem% Overlap% 
Adcmp 61.5 27.9 0.3 

BS 58.5 25.7 5.6 
Cnt 64.2 23.8 4 

Comperss 61.8 22.6 4 
Crc 49.1 30.8 1.3 
Edn 63.1 25.9 2 
fdct 59.9 24.6 4.4 



Fft1 63.2 24.3 4.1 
Fir 57.2 27.6 4.3 

Lms 70.4 25.6 1 
Ludcmp 59.9 21.8 3.9 

ns 61.8 28.6 2.2 

 

Mixes Benchmarks 
MIX1 fir fft1 fdct ludcmp lms adpcm crc 
MIX2 crc adcmp lms ludcmp fdct fft1 fir 
MIX3 ludcmp lms adcmp crc fft1 fir fdct 
MIX4 adcmp ludcmp fft1 lms fdct fir crc 
MIX5 fft1 adcmp fir fdct ludcmp crc lms 
MIX6 bs edn cnt comperss ns lms crc 
MIX7 bs ns cnt lms crc comperss edn 
MIX8 edn fft1 lms fdct cnt fir crc 
MIX9 ns bs fir fft1 edn ludcmp adcmp 

MIX10 fft1 adcmp edn fdct lms crc ludcmp 
MIX11 ns bs crc edn cnt comperss lms 
MIX12 adcmp edn cnt comperss ns lms bs 
MIX13 ludcmp bs fft1 fir edn ns adcmp 

 

4-2 Evaluation metric 

In this paper we focus on three objectives: 1- optimal performance, 2- minimum load, 3- 

maximum satistified deadlines. We measure performance by the number of cycles that each 

mixes needs to complete all the tasks, also we measure  the load by keeping the number of the 

tasks that wait in each qeueu to receive the c.u.  So an optimal perfect scheduler distributes the 

tasks in the way that none task waits for c.u. The most important parameter in the hard real-time 

systems is the deadline . So we show the ability of the algorithm to satistifing deadline by the 

percentage of tasks that cannot be completed before the predefined deadlines. 

4-3 Enhanced Scheduling Algorithm 

In a pure fashion  partitioned scheduling algorithm, tasks classify into the number of c.u. And 

then in each group of task schedule locally and none task is permitted to migrate. In such 

algorithm we are neglecting the facilities that an HMC provides . Groups of tasks are scheduled 

on C.U. And run separately. Even one of the c.u. The queue is empty the task on congested c.u. 

Can not migrate to them.  So we make a change in the pure fashion. Whenever a queue in higher 

order in the list of c.u. Face with congestion the tasks from the congested queue can migrate to 

one of the sparked qeueu in lower order in the list. This migration happens in only one direction 

and just from higher order queus to lower ones. So if one of the lower qeueu face with the 

congestion it is not permitted to send some tasks to higher qeues. There are several ways to 

detect congestion in each queue but most of them take plenty of time and may be hardware-

requirements or significant cycles of the processor are wasted. So we set a default threshold, 



whenever the number of the tasks in the high order queue goes over this threshold the recent task 

is sent to a lower qeueu. By setting threshold in some cases we experiences unnecessary 

migration and consequently their penalty due to migration but the order of the algorithm stay at o 

(n). 

4-4 Experimental results 

We compare our two proposed algorithms with three other algorithms that briefly describe 

follow. first, WCTE, this algorithm is kind of global ones and tries to assign the task to c.u. In 

the fairly way. The tasks enter to a global queue and then assing according the release time to the 

c.u. Passing one of below three criteria: 

1- If the last c.u that was used by this task are free assigning to it. 

2- If there is a non-occupied c.u. That was not used till now assign to it. 

3- Find any free c.u. And assign to it. 

Second,hhScc, this anotherimplementationn of the WCTE that distributes the task base on the 

execution time insteadd of thecachee affinityconsiderationn. Third, we called it r-Sc and is an 

implementation of the partitioned EDF. We call our first version of the porpoed algorithm Te and 

the enhanced version Sc. Figure 2 shows the performance comparison between these five 

algorithms. 

 

Figure 3 and 4 show the load and a deadlines satistifing comparison between these five 

algorithms. 
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5 Conclusion 

In this paper we focus on the scheduler for real-time embedded systems that target three 

objectives: 1- optimal performance, 2- minimum load, 3- maximum satistified deadlines. We 

consider a real trade-processor to deal with the context switch penalty practically. We present an 

enhanced algorithm to achieve semi-dynamically partitioning. The experimental results show the 

proposed algorithm provides, on average, improvement in our three objectives ranging from 5.34% to 

8.75%. 
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